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QUESTION 1:
How much rack unit space does an HSV2xx controller pair use?
A. 1.5U
B. 2U
C. 3U
D. 4U
Answer: D
QUESTION 2:
The command View EVAPerf enables you to monitor and display what EVA
performance metrics? (Select thee.)
A. Vraid level data
B. Replication data
C. Virtual Disk Data
D. Port Status Data
E. Quorum disk data
F. Controller cache data
Answer: B,C,D
QUESTION 3:
How can the status of a specific EVA controller cache battery be checked?
A. From the controller's EAB port
B. by running controller diagnostics
C. From Controller properties in command View EVA
D. By Checking the battery status LED on the back panel of the controller
Answer: C
QUESTION 4:
You have a disk group that contains twelve 72GB and twelve 146GB disks. The
occupancy level of each 72GB disk is approximately 36GB. What is the approximate
occupancy level of each 146GB disk?
A. 36GB
B. 72GB
C. 108GB
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D. 145GB
Answer: B
QUESTION 5:
What does the EMU do? (Select two.)
A. Monitors disk enclosure temperatures
B. Monitors light wave strength of eh FC-AL port
C. Monitors disk enclosure and controller temperature sensors
D. Reports disk enclosure events through the Enclosure Address Bus (EAB)
E. Reports logical disk read failure events through the Enclosure Address Bus (EAB)
Answer: A,D
QUESTION 6:
When using Instant Support Enterprise Edition (ISEE), which method is used to transport
error information to HP?
A. Internet
B. SNMP traps
C. Exchange Mail
D. Secure dial up line
E. Call-back modem
Answer: A
QUESTION 7:
What settings can the virtual disk cache policy be set to?
A. Read cache policy set on or off, default is on
B. Adjust the read/write percentage cache levels
C. Mirrored or unmirrored write-back cache; default is unmirrored
D. Mirrored or unmirrored write-through cache; default is mirrored
Answer: A
QUESTION 8:
Which array and services are included with the EVA6000 product?
A. 3-year hardware support, with 4-hour response on a 24x7 basis and 1-year, 24x7 XCS
phone-in support and updates
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B. Array installation and startup service, 2-year hardware support with 4-hour response
on a 24x7 basis and 2-year, 24x7 XCS phone-in support and updates
C. Array installation and startup service, 2-year hardware support, with 4-hour response
on a 24x7 basis and 3-year, 34x7 XCS phone-in support and updates
D. Array installation and startup service, 3-year hardware support, with 4-hour response
on a 24x7 basis and 1-year, 24x7 XCS phone-in support and updates
Answer: B
QUESTION 9:
On the HSV controller, the OCP cache battery assembly status LED is ON. What does it
indicate?
A. A cache battery is not in use
B. A cache battery assembly has failed
C. A Cache battery assembly is operational
D. The charge level of a cache battery is greater than 50%
Answer: B
QUESTION 10:
What is the best practice when adding disks to a disk group with 12 disks in an EVA
2C6D?
A. Add disks in multiples of six; distributed evenly across the shelves
B. Add disks in multiple of ten; distributed evenly across the shelves
C. Add disks in multiple of eight; distributed evenly across the shelves
D. Add disks in multiple of fourteen; distributed evenly across the shelves
Answer: C
QUESTION 11:
Why would you configured multiple disk groups instead of a single disk group?
A. To use different Vraid levels
B. To achieve higher data availability
C. To lower the total cost of ownership
D. To support larger disk volumes spanned across disk groups
Answer: B
QUESTION 12:
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You connect a 0C6D expansion rack to a fully equipped 2C1D rack. What is the
maximum number of disk drives that can be added to achieve a supported configuration?
A. 56
B. 60
C. 72
D. 8
Answer: C
QUESTION 13:
How can the status of a specific EVA controller cache battery be checked?
A. From the controller's EAB port
B. By running controller diagnostics
C. From controller properties is command View EVA
D. By checking the battery status LED on the backup panel of the controller
Answer: C
QUESTION 14:
When I/O requests are issued to a Vdisk on the non-owing controller? (Choose two.)
A. I/O request issued have no performance impact
B. A read request issued has no performance impact
C. A write request issued has no performance impact
D. A read request issued has higher performance impact
E. A write request issued has a higher performance impact
Answer: C,D
QUESTION 15:
Using command View EVA, which attributes are displayed for HSV2x0 Controller
Properties? (Choose three.)
A. Mirror port states
B. Temperature sensors
C. Cache battery module states
D. Environmental Monitor Unit (EMU)
E. Levels of protection from shelf failures
Answer: A,B,C
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